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He's Not A Monsanto
Lobbyist, And Weed Killer
Isn't Safe To Drink

Matthew HerperForbes Staff

There’s a Time post making the rounds today:
Ajournalist from Canal+, the French premium cable
station, asks a man identified as
a Monsanto MON +0.43%lobbyist to drink some RoundUp, or
glyphosate, a commonly used weed-killer.
As Newsweek reports, the man, Patrick Moore, is not a
Monsanto lobbyist but an environmentalist who is a
proponent of genetically modified foods. Readabout him
on Wikipedia. Glyphosate has been cast as a villain
particularly because it is the herbicide that Monsanto’s
best-selling genetically modified crops (brand name:
RoundUp Ready) are engineered to resist. That means
farmers can douse their fields in RoundUp without their
soybeans, corn, or canola being harmed, and that people
who are convinced, without evidence, that GMO crops

are dangerous hate the pesticide by association. Moore,
who is not a Monsanto representative, stupidly asserts
that glyphosate is so safe that “you could drink a quart of
it and it won’t hurt you.” It is true, as he says, that lots of
people who attempt to commit suicide by drinking
glyphosate fail, and that it is viewed as among the safest
weed killers for humans, other mammals, and birds. But
you wouldn’t want to drink a quart of it.
A 1991 paper reported on 93 cases of exposure to
RoundUp in China. Eighty of the 93 patients
intentionally ingested RoundUp at its 41% concentration
(home gardeners use a much weaker 1% concentration).
Only seven of them died. But 66% had damage to their
gastrointestinal tract and 43% had sore throats.In the
seven cases that were fatal, the average amount of weed
killer ingested was 184 milliliters (about .7 cups) with the
highest dose at about 500 mL, or about 2 cups. A
2004 toxicology review says that damage usually occurs
when drinking more than 85 mL – just a third of a cup.
This 62-year-old man was saved using hemodialysis after
drinking a whole bottle of RoundUp, and this 37-year-old
died after drinking 500 mL.So again, don’t drink a quart
of RoundUp, and I’m glad Moore (who is not clearly
identified in the clip) didn’t. But this has absolutely
nothing to do with the argument Moore and the French
journalist were having: whether or not RoundUp causes
cancer. A World HealthOrganization panel says it
“probably” does, in sufficient doses; human data link it to
lymphoma and lung cancer. Monsanto has angrily taken
issue with this statement.
As ably explained in this NPR article, the risk here would
be to agricultural workers who deal with glyphosate all
the time, not to people who are exposed to it through

food. In any case, whether or not you can drink weed
killer has nothing to do with whether passive exposure to
that weed killer will give you cancer. And neither of these
things has anything to do with the real reason that this
story has legs: glyphosate’s link to genetically modified
organisms, or GMOs. There is, by the way, no evidence
that current GMOs are harmful to eat, although there are
certainly environmental questions that one can ask about
their use. I recommend this series, by Grist’s Nathanael
Johnson, as a place to start.
So this video? It’s meaningless theater. It’s a man making
a stupid statement (you shouldn’t drink a quart of weed
killer), a journalist making a dumb assertion that he
should drink some weed killer, and then the man who
made the stupid argument storming off. It’s an argument
about nothing that tells us nothing except that people do
stupid things. Enjoy watching it.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/matthewherper/2015/03/27/no-its-not-safeto-drink-weed-killer-on-camera-but-who-cares/

NORAHG RESPONDS AGAINST IARC AND ITS DISTORTED, BIASED, & PREJUDICED
PESTICIDE-HATING FANATICISM ― MANUFACTURERS MUST SUE THE IARCFANATICS’ BRAINS OUT !
Who cares about this stunt ?!?! We should focus on the fact that
International Agency for Research on Cancer ( IARC ) is RIDICULOUSLY
IMPLYING that its false-evaluations are somehow being withheld from EPA,
Health Canada, and EVERY other science-based regulatory agency in the
world. IARC ( a.k.a. World Health Organization ) is NOT a government
regulatory agency. It has NO regulatory authority whatsoever. IARC most

certainly is NOT a science, NOT a research, and NOT a health organization.
Rather, IARC tends to operate as an anti-pesticide & environmental-fanatic
organization. Furthermore, IARC’s false-evaluations deliberately overstate
the risks with arbitrary and selective « cherry picking » of data. This is a
clear example of agenda-driven bias by IARC for reasons of mere pesticidehating fanaticism and politicized science. IARC IS NOT TO BE TRUSTED !
Only a small number of IARC’s false-evaluations have been reviewed by
REAL AND INDEPENDENT expert-scientists, leading observers to conclude
that its evaluations are colored by bias and are swayed by fanatic-activism.
Consequently, REAL expert-scientists with direct experience with IARC have
dissociated themselves from this fanatic-organization. THE PESTICIDEHATING IARC HAS BEEN DISCREDITED ! Scientific research shows that, as
reported through EPA’s and Health Canada’s vast toxicology database, NO
harm will occur when pest control products like GLYPHOSATE are applied
properly. All of these products have been evaluated for their carcinogenic
potential. http://wp.me/p1jq40-6yf Even Canadian Cancer Society’s own
web-sites state repeatedly that scientific research does NOT provide a
conclusive link between pest control products and cancer.
http://wp.me/p1jq40-4qc In fact, scientific research proves that pest
control products will cause NO harm and do NOT cause cancer. PESTICIDES
CAUSING CANCER IS A MYTH ! http://wp.me/p1jq40-2nl The current
IARC evaluation of ingredients like GLYPHOSATE ( Roundup ) is limited at
best, and is NOT reliable ! IARC has conveniently disregarded dozens of
scientific studies, specifically genetic toxicity studies, that support the
conclusion GLYPHOSATE is NOT a human health risk ! According to
overwhelming scientific evidence, NO replicated scientifically-valid study has
found any human harm from GLYPHOSATE. IARC’s false-evaluation has
been refuted by REAL experts. EPA, Health Canada, and other sciencebased regulatory agencies have clearly demonstrated that GLYPHOSATE
represents NO increase to health risk, including cancer. GLYPHOSATE IS
SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE. THE PESTICIDE-HATING IARC IS NOT TO BE
TRUSTED ! Manufacturers have no other recourse than to LITIGATE against
IARC ! SUE THE IARC-FANATICS’ BRAINS OUT ! For more information
about IARC, go to ... http://wp.me/p1jq40-5Lc For more information
about GLYPHOSATE, go to ... http://wp.me/P1jq40-1Jb We are the
National Organization Responding Against HUJE that conspire to destroy the
Green space and other industries ( NORAH G ). As a non-profit and
independent organization, we are dedicated to reporting about PESTICIDEHATING FANATICS, as well as the work of RESPECTED and HIGHLY RATED
EXPERTS who promote ENVIRONMENTAL REALISM and PESTICIDE TRUTHS.
http://wp.me/p1jq40-8DV Get the latest details at
http://pesticidetruths.com/ http://pesticidetruths.com/toc/
http://wp.me/P1jq40-2rr https://www.facebook.com/norah.gfon WILLIAM
H GATHERCOLE AND NORAH G

